In this paper we discuss two basic geometric techniques that can be used to speed up certain types of dynamic programs. We first present the algorithms in a general form, and then we show how these techniques can be applied to the economic lot-sizing problem and extensions. Furthermore, it is illustrated that the geometric techniques can be used to give elegant and insightful proofs of structural results, like Wagner and Whitin's planning horizon theorem. Finally, we present results of computational experiments in which new algorithms for the economic lot-sizing problem are compared with each other, as well as with other algorithms from the literature.
These are significant improvements over the well-known dynamic programming algorithm proposed by Wagner and Whitin [22] . Similar improvements have been independently obtained by Federgruen and Tzur [7] and Wagelmans et al. [21] . In the latter article, the exposition is of a geometric nature.
The aim of the current paper is threefold. First, in Section 2, we generalize the approaches of [7] and [21] by discussing two basic geometric techniques that can be used to speed up certain types of dynamic programs. Our discussion includes the particular data structures needed to implement the improved algorithms. In Sections 3 and 4 we will show how, given the generalized algorithms, improved complexity results for several lot-sizing problems can easily be established. In particular, we discuss the forward and backward recursion for ELS, the extension to the model which allows backlogging, ELS with start-up costs and a generalized version of the model with learning effects in set-up costs. It suffices to show that the recursion formulas are of the form which allows the application of the geometric techniques. Because we regard the resulting algorithms as special cases of the general algorithms, it will become clear that the techniques used in [7] and [21] are essentially the same.
The second aim of this paper is to point out that the geometric techniques enable us to give elegant and insightful proofs of certain structural properties. This is done in Section 5 where two examples are given, one of which concerns a proof of Wagner and Whitin's planning horizon theorem.
The last contribution of this paper is found in Section 6, where we present results of computational experiments in which the algorithms for ELS introduced in [1] , [7] and [21] are compared with each other, as well as with existing implementations of the Wagner-Whitin algorithm (cf. Evans [5] , Saydam and McKnew [15] ). Our experiments indicate that especially the algorithm based on the backward recursion performs very well.
The paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 7.
Geometric solution techniques for dynamic programs
A basic topic in computational geometry is the determination of the lower concave envelope of a given set of lines in the plane. A dual problem, in a sense, is the problem of determining the convex hull of a given set of points in the plane. For both problems efficient solution techniques exist. These solution techniques will be used to solve the following type of recursion formulas for dynamic programs. 
C(O)
:
O<_j<i
Here A s, Bj, Ci, Oj (1 < i < n, 0 _<j _< n -1) are constants that only depend on the index. In this section, these constants are supposed to be given beforehand.
We proceed by showing how the dynamic programming recursion (1) can be viewed as a problem of finding the lower concave envelope of a set of lines. To calculate the minimum of the terms {G(j) + B i + C~Dj [0 <j < i} for a fixed i, these terms are considered as functions of C, Each term corresponds to a line or a linear function rnj (0 _<j < i), where
mi(x ) = G(j) +Bj +Djx,
i.e., mj is the line with slope Dj that passes through the point (0, G(j) + Bj). Obviously, the determination of the minimum of {G(j) + Bj + CiD j [0 _<j < i} is equivalent to finding the minimum of the values mj(C i) over j, 0 _<j < i. This minimum is defined as gi(Ci), where gi is the concave lower envelope of the lines mj (0 <j < i). See Figure 1 for an example with i = 3. Note that gi is piecewise linear. Given Step 1. Find the value gi(Ci), the function value of the lower envelope of the lines mj (j < i) at C i.
gs(C), one can determine the dynamic programming variable G(i), which is simply A s +gi(C)
.
Then G(i) is calculated by adding A i to gi(Ci).
Step 2. Add the line m i to the set of lines that already determine the lower concave envelope gi, where m i is defined as
Recalculate the lower envelope gi+l, where
For an analysis of the running time of an algorithm based on this description a suitable data structure to maintain the lower envelope gi should be chosen. In order to choose the right structure it is necessary to find out which elementary operations must be performed. Therefore, the two steps of the algorithm will be analyzed in some more detail.
In
Step 1 of the iteration where G(i) is determined, the function value of gi at x = C i has to be calculated. This amounts to the search of the line segment of gi that contains C i. In Step 2 the line m i is added to the concave lower envelope. In order to do so, the points where m i and g~ meet should be calculated, if they exist, and the line segments of gi between these points, should be replaced by m~. This procedure is composed of the following two steps (see also Figure 2 ).
Step 2a. First, detect a breakpoint of gi that lies above m~, if one exists. Since the line segments of gi have decreasing slopes, when viewed in order of increasing x, it suffices to search the breakpoint B, for which the left line segment incident to B, has slope larger than D i and the right line segment has slope at most Ds. If this breakpoint lies above the line mi, then the lower envelope should be updated.
Otherwise it follows from the concavity of gi that gi+ l = gi and therefore, we are finished with Step 2 in that case.
Note that there are two exceptions, namely the case in which all line segments have slopes larger than D i, and the case in which all line segments have smaller slopes. In the first case it suffices to check whether the right-most breakpoint of gi lies below mi. If so, m i and gi will intersect only somewhere to the right of the right-most breakpoint, i.e., we will determine the intersection point of m i with the right-most segment of g~. Otherwise, m~ can only intersect gi to the left of the breakpoint. How this intersection point can be found follows from Step 2b below. The second case is handled analogously.
Step 2b. Now suppose that the breakpoint P of gi lies above m i. Then first the line segments to the right of P are inspected. Let the first breakpoint to the right of P be denoted by Q. There are two possibilities: Q lies below m i or Q lies above (or on) m i. In the first case m i intersects the line segment defined by P and Q. The intersection point, say R, is calculated, and the line segment [P, Q] is deleted. Moreover, the line segment [R, Q] is added. In the second case the line segment [P, Q] is deleted and we proceed by inspecting the line segment to the right of Q in the same manner, until an intersection point R is found. An analogous procedure inspects the line segments left of P, until an intersection point L is found. Finally, the line segment [L, R] is added to gi+l-A suitable data structure that maintains the lower envelope should be able to perform the following operations quickly. In Step 1 a line segment must be determined which contains the point corresponding to a given value of x. In Step 2a a breakpoint should be determined for which the slopes of the line segments incident to this point, s t and Sr, satisfy S t<s <s r for a given number s. In Step 2b a neighboring line segment should be detected. Moreover, one or more line segments may be deleted and one line segment may be added.
Thus the operations that have to be performed are FIND, ADD and DELETE. A balanced tree, like a 2-3 tree (or an AVL-tree) supports these operations in time proportional to the logarithm of the number of nodes, see Aho et al. [2] .
The 2-3 tree is designed such that the leaves contain the line segments of the lower envelope. The information maintained in each leaf consists of the endpoints of the line segment including their value, and the slope of the line segment. The number of line segments is bounded by n, since each line segment corresponds to exactly one line mj. The interior nodes of the tree contain the interval that is covered by the line segments in the subtree of the interior node. Moreover such a node contains information on the leftmost breakpoint and the leftmost (highest) slope, as well as the same information on the rightmost breakpoint and slope in the subtree. An example is given in Figure 3 . Proof. Due to the choice of the data structure the basic operation of determining the value gi(x) for some x, takes O(log n) time. Moreover, the deletion and addition of a line segment also takes O(log n) time. It remains to be shown, therefore, that the number of times that these operations are executed is bounded by O(n).
Step 1 takes O(log n) time per iteration, since only gi(Ci) must be determined, and there are n iterations. Step 2a takes O(log n) time per iteration, since only a breakpoint for which the slopes of the left and right line segments are larger and smaller than Di, respectively, has to be determined.
Step 2b contains several operations. First, at most one line segment is added, which takes O(log n> time. Second, at most two line segments are shortened, which also takes O(log n> time. So these operations take O(n log n) time overall. Third, some line segments may be deleted. However, the number of deletions throughout the algorithm is bounded by 12, since the line corresponding to a deleted segment will not return in the lower envelope. Each deletion takes 00og n) time. 0
In the following we show under which conditions the different steps can be implemented in linear time.
Lemma 2. Zf the Ci (1 I i < n) are monotone in i, then Step 1 can be performed in linear time.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the Ci are non-decreasing in i. We will focus on the intervals on the horizontal axis which correspond to the different line segments of gi. Given the interval that contains the point Ci_l, Ci can be found in this interval or in an interval to the right of C,_t. Therefore we can find the interval that contains Ci, by searching in the direction to the right. To facilitate locating a neighboring right leaf in the 2-3 tree, a doubly linked list is introduced, which connects neighboring leaves. The doubly linked list is incorporated to find a neighboring interval in constant time. Each time an interval is inspected, we either pass it (if it does not contain Ci> or we stop (if C, is contained in it). A stop happens only once per iteration, and therefore there are O(n) stops. If a pass happens, then the interval will not be inspected anymore, since the Ci are non-decreasing. Therefore, this interval will not be considered when searching for the interval containing C, for all j 2 i. Because the number of intervals is O(n), passes also happen only O(n) times. Hence, given the lower envelopes in every iteration, the total computational effort spent on evaluating gi(Ci) for all i = 1,. . . , n is O(n). This completes the proof. Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the D i are non-increasing in j. Since Di, the slope of mi, is smaller than or equal to the slopes of all other lines m i (0 <j < i), addition of a line segment takes place only at the right of the lower envelope gi. Therefore, it suffices to check whether the rightmost line segment of gi intersects m~ or lies completely above m r This can simply be checked by testing whether the last breakpoint of g~ lies below or above m~. If the latter is the case, then this line segment is deleted, and the next to last line segment will be inspected, and so on, until a line segment is found that intersects m~. Then the intersection point of m, and that line segment is calculated, and this point together with its corresponding line segment are added to the lower envelope.
We use a stack to keep track of the lower envelope. The line segments appear in order of increasing slope in the stack, i.e., the top of the stack corresponds to the right-most line segment, and so on. Each time a line segment is deleted the corresponding line does not return in the lower envelope, and therefore this happens O(n) times. A deletion itself takes constant time, since it is always performed at the right of g~, and thus the top of the stack. An addition is performed at the top of the stack as well, and happens only once per iteration.
Finally, it should be noted that the stack can also be used to perform binary searches in order to find the value of C~ in the lower envelope. [] Because the search features of a doubly linked list are trivially implemented in a stack, combining Lemmas 2 and 3 leads to the following result.
Corollary 4. If the C i and D i (1 < i, j < n) are monotone with respect to their indices, the dynamic programming recursion (1) can be solved in time proportional to n by using a stack as the data structure to maintain the lower envelope.
A final remark concerns the constants A i, Bj, C i and Dj (1 < i, j < n). These constants need not be available at any time in the procedure, but it suffices that they can be evaluated in constant time at the moment they should be available.
Another geometric technique, one that is closely related to the concept of using the lower concave envelope of lines, considers the lower convex envelope of a set of points. It is used to solve the following variant of the dynamic programming recursion (1).
0~j<i Dynamic programming recursions (1) and (2) are easily seen to be equivalent, by the following substitutions performed on (2):
Because of the close relation between the formulations, it will not come as a surprise that the complexity results concerning the geometric technique that we are going to describe, resemble our earlier obtained complexity results Again, we start by describing what happens in an iteration of the algorithm. Suppose that for each j smaller than i, the corresponding variable G(j) has been determined. Consider the points (dj, G(j) + bj) in the plane. Through each of the points a line with slope c i is drawn. For a fixed j, this line, denoted by lj, is defined as the following function of x:
Since lj(d i) is exactly the term between braces in (2) for a fixed j, we are interested in min{lj(di) lO < j < i} and therefore the line l i (j < i) lying lowest at x = d~ has to be found. This line is easily determined if the Figure 4 . The determination of G(i) using the convex lower envelope convex lower envelope gi of the set of points {(dj, G(j) + bj) l j < i} is available. Finding the lowest lying line, then amounts to finding the breakpoint of the convex lower envelope where a line with slope c i is tangent to this envelope (see Figure 4 ). This is equivalent to searching for the breakpoint for which the line segments adjacent to it change slope from smaller than c i to greater than or equal to c i. The lower envelope is maintained by a 2-3 tree in which the leaves contain the information on the line segments (endpoints and slopes), in order of increasing x-coordinate. The interior nodes contain all information of the first leaf contained in their subtree, together with the length of the interval that is covered by the line segments in the subtree. In each iteration, two steps have to be performed, one to determine G(i) and one to update the lower envelope.
Step 1. Search for the breakpoint, where the line segments adjacent to it, change slope from smaller than c i to greater than or equal to c i. G i can now easily be determined.
Step 2 Step 2b, the reconstruction of the lower envelope.
Step 2b. Consider the breakpoints corresponding to the endpoints of the interval containing di. The line segment between these breakpoints is deleted. Then the breakpoint to the right of d i, say P, is Figure 5 . The addition of a point to the lower convex envelope checked. If the slope of the line segment between (d i, G(i) + b i) and P is greater than the slope of the line segment to the right of P, the latter is deleted from the lower envelope and this process is repeated. Otherwise, if its slope is smaller than the slope of the segment to the right of P, then the process is stopped, since the part of the lower envelope to the right of (d i, G(i) + b i) is convex again. Subsequently, a similar procedure is performed for the part of gi to the left of (d i, G(i) + bi).
The operations that are performed in Steps 1 and 2 are easily seen to take O(log n) time using a 2-3 tree, since they amount to searching, addition and deletion of line segments. Moreover, analogous to the reasoning with respect to the previous geometric algorithm in this section, it is fairly easy to see that the operations are performed O(n) times. This provides the proof for the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The geometric implementation of dynamic programming recursion (2) takes O(n log n) time.
Analogous to the implementation of (1), we can speed up the algorithm if the c+ and/or d r are monotone in the index i. The proofs of the following two lemmas are left to the reader.
Lemma 6. Step 1 can be implemented in linear time if the c i are monotone in i.

Lemma 7.
Step 2 can be implemented in linear time if the d~ are monotone in j. Moreover, the 2-3 tree can be replaced by a stack.
Combining these lemmas we obtain the following result.
Corollary 8. If the c i and d~ are monotone, then dynamic programming recursion (2) is solvable in linear time.
The relation between the two geometric techniques discussed in this section can be pointed out now. Looking at the substitutions that show the equivalence between dynamic programming recursions (1) and (2), we immediately see that the conditions under which it suffices to use a stack (Lemmas 3 and 7), as well as the conditions under which a linear time algorithm exists (Corollaries 4 and 8) are the same. In fact, the two geometric techniques can be viewed as two different ways of presenting the same underlying algorithm. The techniques are dual in the sense that the roles that points and lines play in the first technique are exchanged in the second one. In the first technique each index corresponds to a line, and in the second each index corresponds to a point. Moreover, the lower envelope of lines corresponds to the lower envelope of points. More about the duality of both concepts can be found in Preparata and Shamos [14] .
The dynamic programs (1) and (2) are both forward recursions in the sense that the dynamic programming variables are expressed as functions of lower indexed dynamic programming variables. For the applications that will be presented in Sections 3 and 4 it is sometimes more convenient to consider dynamic programs formulated in a backward fashion. For instance, instead of (2) we may consider the following recursion:
i<j<_n+ l
It is obvious that this program can be solved analogously to (2) . The only difference is that the dynamic programming variables are now computed in order of decreasing index. A similar remark holds for the backward version of (1). Finally, we should mention that the results of the Corollaries 4 and 8 can be further generalized as has been done, among others, by Klawe [11] , who solves the following dynamic programming recursion:
]>t where the Wij (1 < i <j _< n) satisfy a monotonicity condition. This condition states that for each i and j (i <j):
In fact, it suffices to require a monotonicity with respect to the column minima in the matrix of elements G(j) + wi/. Note that if the C i and Dj are monotone, then the dynamic programming recursions (1) and (2) satisfy the monotonicity condition (take wii :=Ai +Bj + CgDi). The solution method of Klawe can therefore be used to solve the linear case of the dynamic programming recursion. However, Aggarwal and Park [1] show that a divide-and-conquer strategy, applied when the C~ and Dj are not monotone, provides an O(n log n) algorithm for the general case as well.
Improved dynamic programming algorithms for ELS
We consider the economic lot-sizing problem (ELS) which was introduced, in a slightly restricted version, by Wagner and Whitin [22] . The length of the planning horizon is denoted by T, and we let d t (t = 1,...,T) denote the non-negative demand in period t. The set-up costs are denoted by ft (t = 1,..., T), and they are incurred whenever production takes place in period t. We denote the unit production costs by Pt (t = 1,..., T) and the unit inventory costs by h t (t = 1 .... , T). For notational convenience we define for every parameter vector a:
Note that it takes linear time to calculate al, for all t = 1 .... ,T.
The objective is to satisfy all demand at minimum cost, such that inventories are never negative and the starting and ending inventory are zero. An equivalent problem results if we take all inventory costs equal to 0 and replace Pt by rt ==Pt + htT, t = 1,..., T (see Wagelmans et al. [21] ). In this section, we will consider this transformed model. Moreover, for convenience we will assume in the remainder of the paper that demand is positive in every period. The modifications needed to allow for zero demand are straightforward.
We will show that the well-known forward and backward recursion for ELS, which are both readily seen to be solvable in O(T 2) time, fit into the descriptions of the dynamic programming recursions formulated in the preceding section. Surprisingly, there is an important difference in the implementation of the geometric techniques when applied to the two recursions. To show this difference we will view both recursions as special cases of the dynamic programs (1) and (2), and we will also give a brief description of the algorithms.
Forward recursion
The forward recursion uses variables F(t) which denote the value of the optimal solution for the problem restricted to the planning horizon 1 ..... t. The usual forward recursion can be rewritten as Especially the last two replacements turn out to be important, because dlt is monotone in t, while r, is (by definition) non-increasing in ~-in the important case that there are no speculative motives to hold inventory. The forward algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6 . It is essentially the algorithm that was introduced by Federgruen and Tzur [7] , although they did not use geometric arguments in their exposition.
Since dl, is non-decreasing in t, evaluating the concave lower envelope in these values take O(T) time in total (cf. Lemma 2). However, since r~ need not be monotone in ~-, a 2-3 tree is needed to keep track of the lower envelope. Therefore, the latter takes O(T log T) time. In case r, is monotone, this part of the algorithm can also be performed in linear time (cf. Lemma 3). As already mentioned above, r is non-increasing in the model without speculative motives. Thus, the following theorem is immediate. 
Backward recursion
The backward recursion can be rewritten as follows. The backward algorithm is illustrated in Figure 7 . Note that the point (0,0) corresponds to (dT. + 1.r,B(T + 1)).
The complexity of the backward algorithm is similar to the complexity of the forward algorithm. However, there is a slight difference in the implementation of both. Due to the fact that d~, is monotone in t, updating the convex lower envelope in the backward algorithm can be performed in O(T) time (cf. . This implies that there is no need to implement the lower envelope with a 2-3 tree, in the backward algorithm. A simple stack always suffices. Finally, if the production costs r, are monotone, then it follows from Lemma 6 that the entire algorithm can also be implemented in linear time. This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 10. The backward algorithm can be implemented with a running time of O(T log T) using a stack to keep track of the lower envelope. If there are no speculative motives to hold inventory, then the backward algorithm runs in O(T) time.
The algorithm described in this subsection is essentially the one that was introduced in Wagelmans et al. [21] . From the preceding subsection and our remarks about the relationship between the two basic geometric techniques in Section 2, it follows that the algorithms presented in [7] and [21] are based on the same technique. The difference lies solely in the recursion formulas used.
Applications to extensions of ELS
The methods developed in Section 2 can also be applied to extensions of ELS. We will consider the model with backlogging, the model with start-up costs and a generalized version of the model with learning effects in the set-up costs. This section also serves to illustrate the general scheme one has to follow in order to apply the geometric techniques. In most cases, first a preprocessing phase is needed to obtain dynamic programming formulations of the desired form. Often this boils down to calculating the constants that were assumed to be given beforehand in Section 2. Of course, this phase should not be too time consuming. Typically, the successful applications have a linear time preprocessing phase.
ELS with backlogging
In the economic lot-sizing problem with backlogging (ELSB) inventory is allowed to be negative. In case of a negative inventory in period t, a cost of h 7 per unit is incurred, while h + now denotes the usual unit inventory cost. The problem can be solved using the following double recursion due to Zangwill [24 
H(T+I):=H'(T+I):=O.
In this double recursion the variables H(t) denote the optimal costs for the problem restricted to the planning horizon t,..., T. The variables H'(t) denote the cost of an optimal solution of ELSB restricted to the planning horizon t ..... T, with the additional condition that t is a production period. The order in which the variables are determined is the following: if the variables H'(t) and H(t) have been calculated for t = s + 1 ....
. T, then first H'(s) is calculated, and then H(s).
The double recursion is readily seen to be solvable in O(T:) time. In order to show that both recursion formulas actually are of the same type as the recursions (1) and (2), the following quantities are defined for s _< t < u: 
S(s, t) = E h;ds
S'(t,u)=S'(1, u)-S'(1, t)-h~,, ld,,,_1.
Note that these values can be calculated in constant time, if a linear time preprocessing is performed in which the quantities h~, h~, d~t, S(1, t) and S'(1, t) are calculated.
The dynamic programming recursions (7a) and (7b) can now be reformulated as follows: 
H(s)
H'(t) :=ft-S'(1, t) + min {H(u)+S'(1, u)+(pt -h+~,t-l)d.u-1}, l<t<T._ _ (8b)
t<u<_T+l These reformulations can be solved using the geometric techniques of Section 2. Recursion formula (8a)
resembles the backward version of (1). It calculates H(s) from the values H'(t) (t = s + 1 ..... T) by use of the lower envelope of the lines through (0, H'(t)+ptdl,t_ 1 +S(1, t)) with slope -h~,t_ ~ -Pt. Recursion (Sb) resembles (3), the backward version of (2), and it calculates H'(s) from the values H(t) by use of the lower envelope of the points (dtT, H(t) + S'(1, t)).
Informally speaking, we keep track of two figures, one with a concave lower envelope and the other one with a convex lower envelope, between which we alternate. The following theorem is a consequence of the results in Section 2 and the preceding exposition.
Theorem 11. ELSB is solvable in O(T log T) time.
As argued in Section 2, monotonicity conditions on the costs may speed up the algorithm, resulting in a running time which grows linearly in T. Since dlt is already monotone in t, the conditions in Corollaries 4 and 8 are translated into the conditions given in the following theorem.
Theorem 12. ELSB is solvable in O(T) time, if p t --h 7 <Pt+I <P, + ht + , for t ~ {1 ..... T-1}.
Proof. Updating and searching on the lower envelopes can be done in linear time if p,-h + and We have presented a backward algorithm to solve ELSB. However, an algorithm based on a forward recursion acts essentially the same, since the forward double recursion is similar to the backward recursion. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the results of Theorem 11 and 12 have independently been obtained by Aggarwal and Park [1] and Federgruen and Tzur [6] .
ELS with start-up costs
In the economic lot-sizing problem with start-up costs (ELSS) a start-up is incurred in period t if there is a set-up in period t and no set-up in period t-1. Hence, start-up costs are incurred is some periods in addition to the regular set-up costs. The fixed cost associated with a start-up in period t is denoted by gr This type of fixed cost structure has been introduced by Schrage [16] , and was later also studied by Karmarkar and Schrage [10] and Karmarkar, Kekre and Kekre [9] . The model for ELSS has first been studied by Van Wassenhove and Vanderhenst [20] . It is important to note that we allow start-ups and set-ups in periods in which no production takes place, and there may be an optimal solution in which this actually occurs. For instance, if set-ups consist mainly of maintenance activities, then it may be cheaper to maintain the ready-to-produce state of a machine for a few periods (without actually producing), than to perform a relatively expensive start-up. Because start-up costs need not be stationary, it may even be optimal to perform a start-up followed by a sequence of set-ups in consecutive periods before production actually starts.
One can show (see Van Hoesel [17] ) that the well-known zero-inventory property of ELS also holds for ELSS, i.e., we may restrict ourselves to schedules, where the quantity produced in any production period t equals the cumulative demand of the periods t,..., r for some r _> t, and no production period occurs in the periods t + 1 ..... r. To include the start-up costs in a dynamic program, two types of dynamic programming variables are defined.
K(t):
The minimum cost of satisfying the demands of periods t .... T through production in these periods. Note that the possible costs of a start-up and set-ups in period t and earlier are included.
The following variables do not take into account the start-up and set-up costs that are incurred in the periods 1,..., t. Note that the production costs in t are included. K'(t): The minimum cost of satisfying the demands of periods t ..... T through production in these periods, where the start-up and set-up costs of the periods 1,..., t are ignored.
Note that neither K(t) nor K'(t) denotes the total cost of the subproblem consisting of t .... , T. The following double recursion can be used to calculate the dynamic programming variables. Let us first explain recursion (9a). Given K'(t) we only need to determine in which period r < t the first start-up is performed. If r < t, then the start-up is followed by set-ups in the periods r to t. Of course, we choose r such that the sum of the start-up cost and the set-up costs is minimal. Determining the optimal first start-up periods for all periods can be done in linear time. It suffices to show that these start-up periods may be assumed to form a non-decreasing sequence. To see this, suppose that s is the optimal start-up period for period t -1. Thus, g,.+f~,, i = min {g~+f~,t-l}.
l_<"r_<t-1
Adding ft to both sides of the equation gives g~ +f~,, = min {g~ +f~,t}.
1 <~-_<t 1 Therefore, to determine the optimal start-up period for t, we only have to compare g, + ft with gs + fst.
If gt+f,<gs+f~,, then t becomes the optimal start-up period, otherwise s is also the optimal start-up period for t. Let us now consider recursion (9b). In this formula ~" has the interpretation of the first production period after t. The choice to be made is, whether it is cheaper to start-up production after t, in which case min t < ~ < T+ ~{rtdt.~-~ + K0-)} should be determined, or to perform set-ups in all periods between t and ~', in which case min t <~<_T+l{rtdt,7_ i +ft+l,~ + K'(r)} should be determined. The recursion formula for K'(t) is written as the minimum of these two terms. To see that this is correct, note that if K(~-) =g~ +L~ + K' (7) for some s < t, then the term rtdt,~_ 1 +K(~') can never (uniquely) determine the overall minimum in (9b) because for s < t it holds that g, +f~ + K'(~-) >_f,+l,~+K' (7) . Since K'(t) is the minimum over two terms, and because mint<~<<_T+l{rtd,,~_l+f,+l,,+K'(r)} follows immediately from min t < ~ <_ T+ l{rtd,,~ -1 +fl~ + K'(r)}, evaluating (9b) can be done by using two lower envelopes: one of the points (d~r, K(r)) and one of the points (d~T, fl~ + K'(r)). It follows that K'(t) can be determined for all t ~ {1 ..... T} in O(T log T) time, and in O(T) time if the production costs r t are monotone. The following theorem is evident.
Theorem 13. ELSS is soIuable in O(T log T) time in general and in O(T) time if there are no speculative motices to hold inrentory.
It should be noted here that the techniques used by Klawe [11] and Aggarwal and Park [1] can also be used to generate the results of Theorem 13, since dynamic program (9) belongs to the class discussed at the end of Section 2.
Finally, we note that it is possible to show that the model which combines backlogging and start-up costs is solvable in O(T log T) time (cf. Van Hoesel [17] ). The conditions that are sufficient to let the algorithm run in linear time, are the same as those mentioned in Theorem 12.
ELS with generalized learning effects in set-ups
It is often the case that a repetitive task is performed more and more efficiently due to so-called learning effects. This was the motivation for Chand and Sethi [3] to study an economic lot-sizing model which captures those effects with respect to the set-ups. They assumed that in case of k set-ups the total set-up costs are equal to sc(k), with sc(k) a non-decreasing concave function in k ~ {1 ..... T}. Furthermore, the unit production costs were assumed to be stationary, i.e., P, =P for all t = 1,..., T. Chand and Sethi proposed an O(T 3) algorithm to solve this model. Using the concavity assumption, they also provided results that may be useful in speeding up this algorithm, although the worst case complexity is not affected. Exploiting the concavity assumption extensively, Malik and Wang [13] arrived at an O(T 2) algorithm for the same problem. In Van Hoesel and Wagelmans [19] it is shown that the latter time bound can actually be achieved for the more general model in which the concavity assumption is dropped, and the assumption of stationary unit production costs is replaced by the assumption that speculative motives to hold inventory are not present.
In this subsection we present an algorithm for a model, to which we will refer as ELSL, that is more general than both models discussed above. In ELSL the set-up costs are assumed to be dependent on both the total number of set-ups and the periods in which the set-ups occur. In the case that the k-th set-up takes place in period t, we incur a non-negative set-up cost equal to ft(k). For all other costs we assume the usual structure. Under these assumptions it is easy to show that again the zero-inventory property holds. As in Section 3, we will use the unit production costs r t and no explicit holding costs.
We can formulate ELSL as a dynamic program as follows. Let for 1 < k < t < T the variable M(t, k)
denote the value of an optimal solution for the planning horizon 1 ..... t if the number of set-ups is restricted to be exactly k. Clearly, the value of the optimal solution to the problem is min I <_ k <_ T{ M(T, k)}.
If we define M(0, 0) to be 0, then the following recursion holds:
k<'r<_t
The algorithm for solving ELSL is based on the forward algorithm of Section 3.1. However, the optimal production decisions can no longer be represented by a single (concave) envelope. This is due to the interdependency of the set-up costs, which implies that partial solutions for every number of set-ups need to be available (cf. (10)). Therefore, we keep track of (eventually) T lower envelopes, one for every value of k. Initially, we only construct the lower envelope for k = 1, i.e., we draw the line f1(1) + rlx.
There are T-1 iterations, each corresponding to a value of t < T-1. At the beginning of the t-th iteration we have determined a partial lower envelope for every k ~ {1 .... , t}. These envelopes are partial in the sense that they correspond to solutions with all production in the first t periods. For every k ~ {1 ..... t} we can find the value of M(t, k) by evaluating the envelope for k in x-coordinate dlt. We add subsequently for every k < t the line with slope rt+ 1 that passes through the point (dlt , M(t, k) + ft+l(k + 1)) to the lower envelope for k + 1. For k = t such an envelope does not exist yet, so we create a new envelope consisting of only one line.
For a fixed k it can easily be checked that the total number of operations involving the corresponding envelope can be bounded by O(T log T). Moreover, a linear time bound is possible if we do not allow speculative motives. This implies the following result.
Theorem 14. ELSL is solvable in O(T210g T) time in general and in O(T 2) time if there are no speculative motives to hold inventory.
Note that in the case of no speculative motives, the time bound is the best possible.
Proving structural properties
The geometric nature of the backward and forward algorithms is not only useful to get faster algorithms. The techniques also enable us to prove some structural properties of ELS in a very elegant way. By way of illustration two examples of such properties are given in this section. The first example is the planning horizon theorem of Wagner and Whitin, which is proved using the technique for the forward algorithm. The second example is a theorem on the structure of multiple optimal solutions, which is proved using the technique for the backward algorithm. In both examples we assume that there are no speculative motives to hold inventory. Proof. Consider the lower concave envelope, after t iterations of the forward algorithm. The slopes of the line segments of gt are in decreasing order because of the concavity of gt. Since these slopes correspond to production costs of periods, the corresponding periods are in increasing order. F(t) is determined as the value of gt at x = d~t. Since s is the last production period in an optimal solution for the planning horizon 1 ..... t, the line segment of gt at x = dlt has slope r s. Now the line m, is added which has slope r t ~ r s. To determine F(t + 1) we need to evaluate gt+l at x = dl,t+l, i.e., in a point equal to or to the right of dlt. Due to the concavity of gt+l, the slope of the line segment corresponding to dl.t+ ~ is at most r s, and thus by the monotonicity of the production costs the corresponding production period cannot precede s. [] In case that speculative motives are allowed, the following counter-example shows that Theorem 15 does not hold.
Example 1.
In Table 1 , s(t) denotes the (unique) optimal last production period for planning horizon 1 ..... t. It is left to the reader to verify the last row of the table. Note that s(4) > s(5).
Another structural property concerns the relation between multiple optimal solutions. Proof. Consider the final convex lower envelope g of the backward algorithm. If t is the last production period before tk in the second schedule, then the place where its successor lies on g is the point, where the slopes change from greater than r t to smaller than or equal to r,. For t k the same applies with respect to its production cost rtk. However, its successor is t k + 1, and therefore the change of slope occurs at the point (dtk+l,T, B(tk +1))" By the ordering of the production costs we have rtk < rt, and therefore the slope change for t occurs to the right of (dtk+l,T, B(tk+l)), and thus at a point belonging to a period smaller than or equal to tk+ 1. By our assumption that t was the last production period before tk, this proves the theorem. [] Again, the assumption that there are no speculative motives to hold inventory is crucial for the validity of the theorem, as is shown in the following example.
Example 2.
It is left to the reader to verify that the following schedules are both optimal (with costs 20): Schedule 1 with production periods 1, 3 and 4. Schedule 2 with production periods 1 and 2. Clearly, these schedules do not satisfy the structural property of Theorem 16.
Computational experiments
Some limited testing has been carried out to get an indication of the performance of the algorithms for ELS, which were developed in Section 3. We compared these algorithms to the other algorithms that are known from the literature. From the complexity results in Section 3, it is obvious that a distinction has to be made between instances without speculative motives to hold inventory and general instances.
Algorithms for instances without speculative motives
The following algorithms have been tested: BL: the linear time backward dynamic programming algorithm; FL: the linear time forward dynamic programming algorithm; K: the recursive matrix searching algorithm developed by Klawe; WWI: the original dynamic programming algorithm of Wagner and Whitin, which uses the planning horizon theorem.
The instances on which the various programs were run, have been generated as follows. The set-up, holding and production costs were taken equal to respectively 450, 5 and 0. The demands were uniformly drawn between 0 and 10. These choices result in an average production run of six periods.
The algorithms have been implemented in Turbo Pascal, and were run on an Olivetti M280 PC without co-processor. The results (running-time in seconds) are summarized in Table 3 .
The performance of all algorithms shows a linear relationship with the length of the planning horizon. This is not surprising for the algorithms BL, FL and K, since these are linear time algorithms. Also for algorithm WW1 this is not surprising, since in every iteration it only considers the periods from the last production period on. As already mentioned above, the average production run is equal to six periods. Because this is a small number compared to the length of the planning horizons, the maximal number of periods considered in an iteration can be viewed as a constant. However, this seems to imply that especially algorithm WW1 is sensitive to variations in the average length of the production runs. We have investigated this and the results are presented in Table 4 . The variation was created by varying the set-up costs. The instances on which the algorithms were tested had production costs equal to 0, holding costs equal to 5 and demand fixed to 5 units each period. The planning horizon was fixed at 4000 periods.
Although an effect on algorithm WW1 is according to our expectations, it is somewhat surprising that the matrix searching algorithm K is also affected by variations in the set-up costs. However, this effect is much less than the effect on algorithm WW1.
Algorithms for instances with general production costs
The following algorithms have been tested: B: the backward dynamic programming algorithm; F: the forward dynamic programming algorithm; AP: the recursive matrix searching algorithm developed by Aggarwal and Park; WW2: the original dynamic programming algorithm of Wagner and Whitin (without the planning horizon theorem).
The instances on which the various programs were run have been generated as follows. All parameters were generated uniformly, within prespecified non-negative bounds, and independently of each other. Demand varied between 1 and 10 units, set-up costs between 100 and 500, and both production and holding costs ranged from 1 to 5.
The results here are much more indicative on which choice is preferable (see Table 5 ). The bad performance of algorithm WW2 is no surprise, because it is a quadratic algorithm. However, the results of algorithm AP are rather disappointing. This may be due to the complicated data manipulations that have been used to implement algorithm AP. A similar effect, but less dramatic, shows up when algorithm F is compared with algorithm B. Note that algorithm F uses 2-3 trees to maintain the lower envelope of lines, whereas B is implemented with a stack. This points out another advantage of algorithm B, i.e., the simplicity with which it can be implemented. The only non-trivial part concerns a binary search. 
Summary and concluding remarks
We have presented two basic geometric techniques that can be used to solve certain types of dynamic programs. We showed that the economic lot-sizing problem can be solved by applying these basic techniques straightforwardly. Solving the lot-sizing models with backlogging, start-up costs and learning effects in set-up costs involved applying the same basic techniques to more complex recursion formula. The reformulations carried out in Section 4 may be helpful to the reader in recognizing whether a certain dynamic programming problem can be solved using the geometric techniques.
We also showed that the geometric techniques can be powerful tools in proving structural properties of ELS. Such properties may be useful in designing algorithms for related problems. For instance, the property stated in Theorem 16 is used in Van Hoesel and Wagelmans [19] in order to design a linear time algorithm to determine the maximal amount by which all set-up costs can be increased simultaneously, without affecting the optimality of the current optimal solution for the economic lot-sizing model without speculative motives. (This result immediately implies a parametric approach to solve the model with learning effects in the set-ups costs, in which these costs only depend on the number of set-ups and not on the actual periods in which the set-ups take place. However, as we already mentioned before, the algorithm presented in Section 4.3. has the same complexity and can be applied to a more general model.) The geometric techniques are also quite useful as a basis for studying other issues of sensitivity analysis (cf. Van Hoesel and Wagelmans [18] ).
Our computational experiments indicate that especially the backward dynamic programming algorithm performs very well in comparison to the other algorithms (although forward algorithms may be favored in a rolling horizon environment). Of course, this can be explained by the very simple data structure needed to implement that particular algorithm. Furthermore, on the basis of the computational results, we would favor the geometric techniques over the more general techniques developed in [1] and [11] .
Finally, we would like to point out that the geometric techniques have also been applied to other problems that are closely related to ELS. We refer to the paper by Kuik et al. [12] on the discrete lot-sizing and scheduling problem, and the paper by Hassin and Tamir [8] on location problems on the real line. Given the quite general form of (1) and (2), we expect that other interesting application areas exist.
